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Analysis of Oil Film Force in Single Screw Compressor
Shuo Sun*, Weifeng Wu, Xiaoling YU , Quanke Feng
School of Energy and Power Engineering, Xi’an Jiaotong University,
Xi’an, 710049, China (86-29-82675258, soonsure@gmail.com)

ABSTRACT
Good oil lubrication is helpful to reduce star-wheel wear in single screw compressors with the result of increasing
service life. To study the effects of oil lubrication, a simplified analytic model of oil film force is developed in this
paper. Analysis results show that the torques caused by oil film in front-side and back-side of tooth are unbalanced
and the composite torque has the same direction with star-wheel rotation. The above torque will result in unequal
clearances in front-side and back-side of tooth and the side with smaller clearance is apt to generate wear. It is also
found that machines with small displacement have better torque balance than those with large displacement so it can
be deduced that the former has less serious wear than the latter, which is in accordance with the actual wear
phenomenon.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wear on star-wheel, is one of the most important problems that need to be solved for single screw compressors. Due
to wear, volumetric efficiency of compressors begins to drop after working for thousands of hours so single screw
compressors can not show the good performance in theory during production practice. To solve this problem, much
attention has firstly been paid on the tooth profiles because profile determines the motion characteristic of meshing
pairs. Zimmern (1976) who is the first to develop single screw compressors proposes a column envelope profile
based on the original straight line envelop profile. Furthermore, a multicolumn envelope profile is developed by Wu
and Feng (2009). These improvements in tooth profiles distribute the contact area into a more extensive region with
the result of reducing wear. But until now few actual applications are reported because manufacture problems are
not well solved. In another hand, machining precision is also studied. It has great impact on service life in the initial
stage of development. Zimmern (1992) puts forward a kind of machine tool using shape lathe tool to process the
screw groove. However, with the development of special machine, the increment of machining precision has little
contribution to the service life when precision has reach a certain level. Otherwise, the study of high anti-abrasion
materials is also a way to raise the service life. The application of material of PEEK increases the service life by a
large margin. But anti-abrasion of materials still can not satisfy the demand of service life. In the meanwhile,
material costs need to be considered. Since the above studies have not solved the wear problem effectively, fluid
lubrication which is directly related to abrasion problem should be taken into account. Post and Zwaans (1986a)
carries out simulation computations on the oil flow in the clearance of tooth flank based on a finite-wide thrust
bearing model including inertia effects. According to their analyses oil film force changes with the variation of
clearance sizes and geometrical shapes and the star-wheel under the action of torques can reach a equilibrium
position with no contact with screw under each rotating angle. But this conclusion can not be used to explain the
wear phenomenon in practice.
In this paper, a simplified model in the ideal state that the clearances in front-side and back-side of star-wheel tooth
are equal is developed to study the effects of oil film force. Although the ideal state may be different from the actual
situation, it should be the best state to prevent wear. If the composite torque on star-wheel is completely in balance
under the ideal state, the wear will be restricted to minimum. However the composite torque changes with the
rotating angle and can not reach balance in every rotating angle. Therefore, unbalanced torque in the ideal state
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under each rotating angle can be analyzed by the model proposed in this paper and the results can be used to direct
further optimization.

2. GEOMETRIC MODEL
In order to calculate the oil film force on star wheel, compression chamber volume under different rotating angles
needs to be obtained firstly and the pressure in the corresponding situation can be calculated. According to the
motion feature of star wheel, calculations of compression chamber volume are discussed under two conditions:
Conditionĉis the rotating angle in the interval of Expression (1)

IswinIsw<Iswmid
(1)
ConditionĊis the rotating angle in the interval of Expression (2)

IswmidIswIswout
(2)
where
Iswin is the rotating angle under which closing volume in the screw groove just forms.
Iswmid is the rotating angle under which the top end of star-wheel tooth begins to break away from the screw groove,
Iswout is the rotating angle under which the whole tooth just breaks away from the screw groove,
Compression chamber volume is calculated by double integration. Firstly the area element on star-wheel tooth
surface is selected as shown in Figure 1. Secondly the volume element is obtained by using the above area element
to sweep the screw groove. Finally double integration is computed to get the volume.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1 : Computation of compression chamber volume: (a) Condition ĉ(b) ConditionĊ
Area element dS shown by shadow region of Figure 1 is expressed by Equation (3)
dS P dK
where ȝ is derived by Ș in Equation (4).
a  Rsr
P
Rsw 2  K 2  K tan Isw 
cos Isw
where Rsr is the radius of screw, Rsw is the radius of star-wheel and a is the center distance.

(3)
(4)

For Condition ĉshown in Figure 1(a), compression chamber volume is calculated by double integration with
respect to Isw and Ș in Equation(5)

V1 =

Iswmid b

P
2 ³Iswin

³2b2

Rsr 2  a  Rsw 2  K 2 cos Isw  K sin Isw
cos Isw

2

dK dIsw

For Condition Ċ shown in Figure 1(b), compression chamber volume is calculated in the similar method as
Conditionĉbut in the different integral interval.
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Assume Ȗ0 shown in Figure 1(b) as the included angle between the radius in Point A (the crossing point of the starwheel tooth tip and screw outer edge) and the center line of star-wheel tooth, which is expressed in Equation (6)
§ a  Rsr ·
J 0 arccos ¨
(6)
¸  Isw
© Rsw ¹
Compression chamber volume is calculated by double integration with respect to Isw and Ș in Equation (7)
Iswout Rsw sin J 0

Rsr 2  a  Rsw 2  K 2 cos Isw  K sin Isw

2

P
(7)
dK dIsw
b
2 ³Iswmid ³ 2
cos Isw
According to Equation (5) and(7), basic volume is derived by
V0 =V1 +V2
(8)
Therefore compression chamber volume under different rotating angles can be obtained by subtracting sweeping
volume from basic volume.

P Isw b2
V
Iswin d Isw  Iswmid

° 0
b f Isw ,K dK dIsw
2 ³Iswin ³ 2
°
V Isw
(9)
®
Rsw sin J 0
°V  P Isw
f Isw ,K dK dIsw Iswmid d Isw d Iswout
°̄ 2 2 ³Iswmid ³ b2
where
V2 =

f Isw ,K

Rsr 2  a  Rsw 2  K 2 cos Isw  K sin Isw

2

cos Isw

(10)

3. ANALYSIS OF OIL FILM FORCE
In this paper, oil flow in the clearance of tooth flank is assumed as a single-phase steady flow in order to simplify
the calculation and boundary conditions of pressure in two ends of the computational domain are respectively
compression chamber pressure and suction pressure. The pressure in compression chamber under different rotating
angles can be expressed as

p Isw

 p0
°
n
° V0
®
° V Isw
°p
¯ d

Isw  Iswin
n

p0 Iswin d Isw  Iswd

(11)

Isw t Iswd

Iswd is the rotating angle under which exhaust process begins
According to the analysis of Post and Zwaans (1986b) oil flow in single screw compressors is similar to the bearing
lubrication but the Reynolds equation is not applicable to compressors because inertia force under high relative
velocity can not be neglected. Therefore, computational methods in consideration of inertia effects are needed.
According N-S equation,
wU
1
1
(12)
 U   U  p    2 P S  OG  U  f
U
U
wt
The second term of the left-hand side of Equation (12) is inertia term. The equation with inertia term is non-linear
which is difficult to be solved directly. In order to simplify the simulation calculation Post and Zwaans (1986c)
adopted the method proposed by Launder and Leschziner (1978a) which turns N-S equation into a linear one by the
introduction of the mean velocity um. In this paper, the simplified model on neglecting gradients of tooth length
direction in the paper of Launder and Leschziner (1978b) is adopted which is shown in Equation (13) . Because the
tooth length is usually more than five times of the tooth thickness, this simplification is acceptable in engineering
calculation.
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dp
dx

12 P § U
· U
2
2 dh
¨  u m ¸  D um  J U
dx
h2 © 2
¹ h

(13)

where

D 1.2, J

0.133

and h( x) is the width of oil flow channel in different location.
According to continuity equation
d
U hum 0
dx
the term of U hum does not vary with x so it can be set to a constant M
And Equation (13) can be simplified for
2
dp 6 PU 12 P M
M dh U
dh
D


 JU 2
2
3
3
dx
dx
Uh
U h dx h
h
where
M U hum
Integral with respect to x in both sides of Equation(15) is expressed as
2
x dp
x 6 PU
x §
12P M x 1
M x 1 dh
U
2 dh ·
³x0 dx dx ³x0 h2 dx  U ³x0 h3 dx  D U ³x0 h3 dx dx  ³x0 ¨©  h J U dx ¸¹dx
Boundary conditions are obtained from the pressure solved in Equation (11)
p ( x0 ) p0 , p ( x1 ) p Isw
Equation (17) is introduced into Equation (16) to get the pressure distribution as
2
x 6 PU
12 P M x 1
M § 1
1
¨
p x
p0  ³
dx 
dx  D

2
3
2
³
x0 h
x
¨
0
U
h
2U © h x
h x0
2
 UJ U ª¬ln h x  ln h x0 º¼

2

·
¸
¸
¹

(14)

(15)

(16)
(17)

(18)

where
2
1 · 2D § 1
1 ·
¨
¸T


dx
¸
3
2
2
³
³
x
x
0 h
U 0
U ¨© h x1
h x0 ¸¹
¹
M
D§ 1
1 ·
¸
 ¨

2
2
U ¨© h x1
h x0 ¸¹
x1 6 PU
T  p Isw  p0  ³
dx  UJ U 2 ¬ªln h x1  ln h x0 ¼º
x0
h2
Area element dS on the location (u, t) of tooth flank is selected. l is the location in tooth length direction and t is the
location in tooth thickness direction.
(19)
dS dldt
The torque element caused by oil film force is derived as
(20)
dT ª¬ p t  p0 º¼ l  K dtdu

12 P

x1

§ 12 P
1
dx  ¨
h3
© U

x1

and K is the radius at the root of tooth.
Maximum value of l in the above equation equals to H which is the length of tooth and minimum value of l can be
solved by the following equation.

lmin

° H  P b 2
®
°̄ H  P b 2

for front-side of tooth
for back-side of tooth

The expression of P (K ) is shown in Equation (4)
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The torque is derived from integral as
H

t1

lmin

t0

³ ³

T

dT

(22)

The difference between the torque on the front-side and that on the back-side is as follows
Tn Isw

Tback  T front

(23)

For the eleven-tooth star-wheel, there are at most four teeth under engagement simultaneously so the total
torque on the star-wheel can be expressed as
T Isw

4

¦T

n

k=n

2S º
ª
«Isw  n  1 11 »
¬
¼

(24)

4. RESULTS
In this paper, single screw compressor with the straight line cross-section is chosen for the calculated example. Air
displacements of 1.5m3/min and 6 m3/min are respectively calculated. Pressure distribution under the rotating angle
of 0 deg in front-side of tooth for the displacement of 1.5m3/min are shown in Figure 2. G is the clearance in tooth
flank. The pressure in the upstream region (x > 3) of oil flow appears a wave crest which is located near the
minimum width (x=3) and the maximum value is increasing with the decrement of G . This pressure distribution is
caused by combined action of inertia force and shearing force. The pressure in the downstream region (x< 3) of oil
flow appears negative value. According to bearing lubrication theory, air pockets may appear in negative pressure
region during real process, so the pressure in the negative pressure region is simplified as suction pressure in this
paper. Therefore the oil film torques on star-wheel under different rotating angles can be calculated based on the
modified pressure distribution. The results are shown in Figure 3(a).

Figure 2 Pressure distribution of oil film in front-side of tooth
The oil film torque changes with the rotating angle and the values of torque under different rotating angles are all
positive. According to Equation (23), the results show that star-wheel is under the action of a torque whose direction
is same with the rotation direction of star-wheel. According to the test by Zhou and Jin (1998), the mean bearing
resistance torque for machines with air displacement of 1.5m3/min is 0.3Nm. The composite torque caused by oil
film forces and bearing resistances for machines with air displacement of 1.5m3/min is shown in Figure 3(b). This
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torque appears a periodic change. This composite torque will cause unequal clearances in front-side and back-side of
tooth which will make star-wheel prone to contact with screw grooves. For machines with small displacement like
the displacement of 1.5m3/min, the torque appears symmetrical in positive and negative directions and the maximum
torque is only 0.212Nm. Hence it can explain the phenomenon that in productive practice machines with small
displacement have relatively good performance and the wear problem is not serious. However for machines with
large displacement like the displacement of 6m3/min, the mean torque caused by oil film force is almost eight times
of that in the small machines and the resistance torque has usually not such a large increment as oil film torque.
Therefore, the composite torque on the star-wheel can reach a much larger positive value than that of small
machines. It may cause more serious wear especially in front-side of tooth, which is in accordance with the actual
wear phenomenon.

Figure 3 Oil film torque on star-wheel (a) Oil film torque (b) Composite torque

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, analysis of oil film force on star-wheel is carried out. A simplified model with equal clearances in
front-side and back-side of tooth is presented. The following conclusions can be drawn by the calculation results:
1. The torques caused by oil film force in front-side and back-side of tooth are not in balance. The composite torque
of front-side and back-side of tooth has the same direction with the star-wheel rotation which may change the
clearances of tooth flank with the result of increasing the probability of wear.
2. The composite torques caused by oil film force are different for machines with different displacements. The
machines with large displacement have bigger composite torque than machines with small displacement.
3. The torque caused by oil film force mainly depends on the area size which is under the action of high pressure in
the same working situation.
In order to reduce wear of tooth flank, the composite torque caused by oil film force should be reduced according to
the analysis in this paper. Therefore the further studies have to be carried out in the optimization of the shape
parameters of tooth flank. The computing model proposed in this paper can be used to direct the optimization.
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